
Period

8:45 -9:00 am

Course # BCS 101              BCS 152          MCS 303          MCS 413

Title
Core Concepts of 

Commissioner Service

The Year Round 

Roundtable Planning 

Process & Promotion

Managing Unit Service 

at the District Level
Exploring

Instructor    

 

Course # BCS 103               BCS 153 MCS 307   DCS 501                                                                                        
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 Linking District 

Resources

Roundtable and 

Commissioner Tools

Commissioner Service 

for Newly Formed 

Units

Selecting Your Project 

or Thesis Topic  

Instructor     

  

Course # BCS 107                  BCS 156 MCS 308       DCS 502          

Title Journey to Excellence

Recruiting, Training 

and Recognizing the 

Roundtable Team

Venturing and the 

Commissioner

 Limiting the Scope of 

the  Topic

Instructor     

12:00-01:00

Course # BCS 108                CED 712      MCS 311             DCS 503                                                                    

Title
Mining Internet 

Resources
Sea Scouting

All About the ADC's 
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 Developing Your 

Project or Thesis    

Instructor    

Course # BCS 116          BCS 128         MCS 313              DCS504        

Title
Collaborative 

Assessments

Venturing Monthly 

Program Forum

Onboarding New 

Commissioners

 Project/Thesis Open  

Workshop Forum

Instructor     

Course # BCS 121       MCS 357 MCS 316            ( 4 ) DCS 506      

Title

Introduction To 

Venturing 

Commissioner Science

Managing Long 

Distance Roundtables

Developing the Unit 

Service Plan

Coaching for 

Administrative 

Commissioners

Instructor     

Course # BCS 124       MCS 350       CED 707

Title
Venturing Crew 

Visitation
 

 Unit and Roundtable 

Commissioners 
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Becoming a Thesis or 

Project advisor

Instructor  

04:50-05:00

4                   
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5                    

02:00-02:50

6                           

03:00-03:50

CLOSING in Waiting Room

7                            

4:00-4:50
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9:00 -9:50
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10:00 -10:50

                           

11:00 -11:50



Commissioner College 2020 

 Course offerings 

BCS 101 Core Concepts of Commissioner Service 
The position of commissioner is one of the oldest in Scouting.  This course reviews and 
reinforces the commissioner core concepts and identifies the key skills needed for 
commissioner to be able to assess the units they serve. 

BCS 103 Linking District Resources 
A key part of Commissioner’s job is to actually point a unit in the direction of the actual process 
owner for the topic in question. At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to: Explain 
typical District structure and the functions of the District; Know how to use the resources of the 
District to better support the units they serve; Utilize the Unit Service Plan when assessing the 
unit needs by identifying District resources. 

BCS 107 Journey to Excellence 
JTE is the BSA’s tool for helping leaders plan their program, monitor progress and assess their 
Scouting success.  At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to: Explain the value 
of the unit’s use of Journey to Excellence; Relate the use of JTE to help the unit recognize the 
benefit of building their program around the Journey to Excellence criteria; Identify resources to 
help improve Journey to Excellence performance in the unit.  

BCS 108 Mining Internet Resources 
Commissioners are asked many questions and assumed to be experts on everything.  Although 
they may wish to be an expert, knowing where to find information can make them a virtual 
expert.  In this course we will concentrate not on the local “who do you call” but on using the 
internet, in effect, mining internet resources. 

BCS 116 Collaborative Assessments 
This course examines and discusses the need for collaboration in assessing unit’s strengths 
and needs, build a Unit Service Plan and record in Commissioner Tools.  

BCS 124 Venturing Crew Visitation 
Designed to outline the basic responsibilities of the Unit Commissioner—what to do before, 
during, and after the visit. 

BCS 127 Venturing - Personal Safety Awareness 
Reviews Youth Protection within the BSA and outlines how to handle various abuse situations 
and how to look for signs of abuse. 

BCS 128 Venturing Monthly Program Forum 
Examine the basic elements of the Venturing program forum, who attends, and what constitutes 
a successful forum. 
 
 
 



BCS 152   The Year Round Roundtable Planning Process & Promotion 
In this course, the participants will be learning how to plan a year roundtable program to best 
serve the units in their districts. They will also discuss how to promote Roundtables to the units 
they serve.  

BCS 153   Roundtable and Commissioner Tools 
In this course, the participants will learn how to use the roundtable tab on Commissioner Tools. 
They will also learn to create power pivot table reports. For a participant to be fully engaged in 
the course they need to have a computer to be able to access Commissioner Tools.  

BCS 156   Recruiting, Training, and Recognizing the Roundtable Team 
Properly recruiting, training and recognizing the roundtable team is vital to the success of all 
roundtables. At the end of this training a commissioner will be able to: Explain the steps in the 
recruiting process; Discuss the elements of an effective training program for roundtable team 
members; Understand the importance of recognizing all the roundtable team members. 

MCS 303  Managing Unit Service at the District Level 
In this course, we will review how commissioner tools can assist commissioners working at the 
district level understand how their units and commissioners are performing. 

MCS 307      Commissioner Service for newly formed units 
In this course, a commissioner will learn the role of a new-unit commissioner and become 
familiar with working side by side with a new unit organizer.  

MCS 308  Venturing and the Commissioner 
This session stresses the importance of a Commissioner’s commitment to Venturing and 
suggests basic elements of a plan for a Commissioner to help every crew succeed. 

MCS 311  All About ADCs 
This course will educate participants on the purpose of the assistant district commissioner role 
and how it benefits commissioner services.  Before taking the course, participants should review 
the Scouting U on-line training module SCO 743 The Assistant District Commissioner Role. 

MCS 313  Onboarding New Commissioners 
The final phase of basic training is to complete the onboarding worksheet working with a 
mentor.  The onboarding worksheet is a set of 10 – 12 tasks that the mentor and protégé will do 
together and can be completed in a short time frame.  

MCS 316  Developing the Unit Service Plan 
This course interacts with BCS 116, Collaborative Assessments, and is also linked to MCS 304, 
Commissioner Service for Units At-Risk.  In addition, this course complements DCS 516, 
Succeeding with the Unit Service Plan.  The course is designed to provide understanding of the 
various components comprising a detailed unit health assessment, identify arising problems and 
issues, and develop a successful unit service plan based on the outcome of a thorough, 
collaborative, detailed unit health assessment.  

MCS 350 Unit and Roundtable Commissioners Working Together 



This course will provide an opportunity to see how all the members of the commissioner corps in 
a district help units identify and resolve their problems. 

MCS 357 Managing Long Distance Roundtables 
This course will provide an understanding of the current resources available to enhance long 
distance roundtables. 

MCS 413 Exploring 
This is an overview of the materials provided for discussion on Exploring for Commissioners. 

DCS 501   Selecting your Project or Thesis Topic 
This session introduces the participants to the thesis/project, discusses what constitutes a good 
thesis/project topic, and helps them select their general thesis topic. 

DCS 502   Limiting the Scope of the Topic 
Doctoral candidates explore various procedures to reduce their topic to a workable size. A 
suggested approval process will also be shared. 

DCS 503   Developing Your Project or Thesis 
This session covers the thesis outline and a variety of suggestions for writing and revising the 
report.   

DCS 504   Project Thesis Open Workshop Forum 
This Q and A open forum provides doctoral candidates an opportunity to review    completed 
projects and theses instilling confidence that this task is attainable.  

DCS 506  Coaching For Administrative Commissioners 
Coaching is about relationships.  It is the ability to listen, to observe, to share, to support and to 
engage in a way that will help others solve their own problems, grow as individuals and attain 
their full potential.  Coaching is the art of helping others arrive at their conclusions through their 
own analysis of the situation and facts 

CED 707  Becoming a Thesis or Project Advisor 
Prepares a person holding a DCS degree to become a thesis/project advisor. Provides specific 
procedures and techniques to make the task easier. Helps provide common standards for the 
acceptance of a DCS thesis/project.    

CED 712    Sea Scouting 
This is an overview of the materials provided for discussion on Sea Scouting for Commissioners. 
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